C;HAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

I

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH AND INITIAL JUSTIFICATION

In 2003, Messere, De Kmn and Heady! identified major trends in taxation and benefits
during the second half of the 20th CentUJY. 11", trends included: increased social security
contributions; the adoption and expansion of Value Added Tax ('VAT'); stJUctnral changes
to personal income tax, corporate income tn and taxes on capital; changes to the
tax/benefit treatment of families; and changes in the tax !nix, in part to make tax systems
more efficient and more effective. 2 The reforms to implement these trends were associated
with significant improvements in tax adtninistration. 3 111e tax law was increasingly used to
facilitate tax adtninistration; new management techniques and computerisation changed the
way the system was adtninistered; and voluntal), compliance completely transformed the
approach to tax adtninistration:'
In a

\\~del'

context, following the Second Wodd \Var, there was significant

development in the protection of human rights. The United Nations Chatter and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights sparked a prol1feration of human rights treaties
and conventions. 5 Some of these, notably the European Convention on Human Rights,
took a tole in the protection of human rights previously guarded jealously by domestic
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Chapter 1
law. 6 The strengthening human rights focus saw the introduction across the world of
constitutions containing strong human tights protection and numerous charters or bills of
1'ights. 11le strength of this movement coincided in part with the inexorable spread of
democratic government and the .rule of law. 7 A significant feature of almost all rights
documents was the broad exclusion of matters pertaining to taxation. 8
Yet, in 1987, the Inremational Fiscal Association held its first seminar on Taxatioll

alld Hltmall RighfJ9 It explored a range of tax matters influenced by the application of the
European Convention on Human Rights. In the years that followed, it Was found that hoth
international human

l~ghts

instruments and domestic protection of human fights began to

in fluenec tax maUers. Albregtse and Van Arendonk in 1998 published a compilation of
papers from a 1996 European Fiscal Studies Conference, which explored the growing
range of protection for taxpayers in a number of European countries. to 'Ibis was followed
by a range of articles and books. cxpl01Wg the influence of human rights on tax matters.ll

'I1lC major changes in tax administration, meanwhile, had altered the way revenue
authorities were treating taxpayers, particularly as they sought to encourage voluntar),
compliance with the tax law. 12 As a reflection of this, in I990 the OECD released a report
of a survey of taxpayers' rights and obligations. 13 The report focused not on human rights
influences, but the relationship of ta,.'payers' rights to the compliance and enforcement
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powers of revenue authorities. 14 The r<;port reflected the increase in interest in taxpayers'
rights and that interest' was reflected in the subseqnent growth in the number of
administrative charters of taxpayers' tights. IS
Something of a two··strand approach to taxpayers' rights developed. '11,e revenue
authorities concentrated closely on relating the development of tights to the improvement
in the relationship hetween the revenue authority and laxpayersY' This is reflected by then
Australian Commissioner of Taxation, Michael Carmody, in 1998, when he said in a paper
aptly entitled, 'Future Directions in Tax Administration Or Community Confidence: The
Essential Building Block': 17

At the end of the day, any tax system relies on the underlying S"PPOl't of tl,e

community. Equally. any tax administration will only be capable of pcrform1.t\g its role
effectively if it has the confidence of the community in the way it goes about its job. It

is this recognition that is fundamentally shaping our approach to tax adrninistration.

A number of international reports were issued reinforcing the itnpottance of taxpayer
right protection. For example, the OEeD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
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published in its Tax guidance senes,. Pili/ciplcs of Good Tax AdmillistratioJl - Pmctice Note
(2001) and Taxpayer Rights alld Obligatiolls (2003),18 which stressed the importance of
outlining and conummicating to taxpayers their rights and obligations. The IMF Malllla! 011

Fiscal TmllspareJIC)' said that Taxpayers' rights should be deady stated'. 19
However, corumentators began to explore a larger framework for taxpayers' rights
looking beyond lights as a basis for improved compliance towards a broader rights
context 20 This formed the basis for and was speciHcally raised by most contributors in the
author's 1998 comparative work on taxpayers' rights. 21 Sawyer's 1999 work called for an
international statement on taxpayers' rights so that consistent rights could be developed.22.
Baker and Groenhagen argue forcefully for an international codification of taxpayers'
rights."
To bring together the two strands: taxpayers' rights supporting voluntalY compliance;
and taxpayers' rights in the bto!ldcrlegal application; requires a more substantial theoretical
framework and classification of rights than ;s available in the general literatnre. Both relate
to tax adtuinistration and together cover the legal and adtninistrative aspects of taxpayers'
rights. The OEeD statements of best practice identify some of the more important rights.
However, they ate brief and restrict themselves largely to administrative rights in the
c.ontext of improving voluntary compliance. There is a stated need for a comprehensive
statement of taxpayers' tights covering both the administrative and the legal. The statement
should be gmunded in a framework that goes beyond compliance to encompass the legal
theoretical basis for taxpayers' rights.
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The need is greater in that Messere et al,24 identify that the move to reform continues
unabated. The rationale' fOf the OECD practice statements is to provide guidance for
revenue authorities as they try to develop best practice. TIlls is important both for
developing counti~es as a standard to follow25 and for developed countries as a benclunark
for quality assUfance 26 CUfrently, there is therefore no comprehensive best practice
statement in the area of taxpayers' rights beyond the minimal guidance provided in the

o RCD practice statements.
Based on this analysis, a guide to best practice in the area of taxpayers' rights would
be useful to a range of groups includ.ing;

governments, policy advisers and consultants involved in the review or the reform of
.'!

tax systetlls;

revenue authorities for benchmarking and quality assurance;
taxpayer representative groups to provide input into best practice tax administration;
taxpayers to nnderstand the scope and content of their rights; and
researchers in taxation in both legal and non-legal discipl.ines to understand the legal.
framework for taxpayers' rights.
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Cbapter 1

II

HYPOTHESIS

Based on the cmrent literature on taxpayers' rights and noting the gap in the research for a
comprehensive statement of taxpayers' rights, fitmly grounded in legal theory, this thesis

will show that:

It is timely and beneficial to articulate a M'ode! of TaJ,payers' Rights as a guide to
best practice irl tax admirJistratioJ1.

The thesis concludes that it is timely and beneficial to articulate such a Model of
Taxpayers' Rights ('Model') given the international demand .for guidance on best practice in
tax administration. It concludes also that it is possible to articulate a Model as a guide to
best practice in tax administration and does so in Chapter 9 of d,e thesis.

III

METHOD AND OUTLINE

TIlis thesis combines three types of legal research method, identified in the Pearce Report27
in its review of Australian legal education in 1987. First, in the early chapters and where
relevant in the later chapters it uses theorcti.cal research to unuerstand and formulate dw
conceptual bases of the legal hiles and principles considered. Second, in understanding
existi.ng 1ules it employs doctrinal research, in which there is the systemati.c exposition,
analysis and criti.cal c\'aluation of legal niles and their intenelationships. TI,ied, the
underlying threau for die research is to propose refoan by providing recommendations for
change, based on critical exalnination.

G

Ilitror/Iidioll

The research uses a mix of analysis and synthesis as it draws from a broad range of
divel'se materials across disciplines and jutisdictions. It recapitulates the relevant elements
of the concepts found in a wide tange of legal theory. From these it expounds and analyses,
through a Inix of induction and deduction, the application of the theory, rules and
principles to the development of a Model of taxpayers' rights. The choice of relevant rules
and standards relies on making connections across often dissimilar and unrelated
comparative and international concepts. The proposals for reform are finely nuanced as
they require critical understanding a f context across diverse jurisdictions and simultaneous
appreciation of the implications of developments in the different intemational fields to t.ake
advantage of what is possible.
Chapter 2 provides the rationale for a Model from an examination 0 f legal and rights
theot)" It detel1nines from the literatute covering both theory and practice of t.ax
administration that a two-tier Model is appropriate to provide guidance on best practice to
both developed and developing countries. It at,o concludes that the Model need not
include both rights and obligations. The analysis of the literature and practice concludes
that in the global context a Model is realistic and that there is significant incentive for states
to adopt the rights contained in a Model.
Chapter 3 analyses a wide range of major reports into tax systems and demonstrates
that they have developed a conunon set of plinciples. These principles can be applied in
later chapters to provide justification for the tights chosen for a ModeL Chapter 3 identifies
the difficulties that will arise in interpreting the rights contained in the Model based on an
analysis of current international experience. It recommends that this can be solved in part
by recognising both the divergence between leg"l systems but also the development of
COlnmon standards.
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Chapter 1
Chaptet 4 fitst assesses the need.for a guide to best practice in relation to taxpayers'
rights in the context of both national and international developments. It then derives from
a range of legal theory a classification for d,e rights chosen based on whether they ate
enforced by law 01' adtninistratively. This in turn provides d,e foundation for the analysis of
the rights in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 5 explores the nature of rights thwugh d,eir method of enforcement. It
demonstrates from constitutional and alternative dispute resolution theory d'at there is
scope for a wide range of measures to enforce taxpayers' rights effectively and analyses
each method of legislative and administrative enforcement. The Chapter concludes d,at d,e
method of enforcement is cdtical to the scope, content and effectiveness of a right.
Chapters 6 to 8 provide an analysis of individual rights to be included in the Model
based on medlOds of enforcement descrihed in Chapter 5 and an analysis of internationally
accepted standards of best pr"ctice. Chapter 6 examines d,e primary legal rights that
underlie the fllildamental operation of the tax system. Chapter 7 analyses the features of
good tax adtninistration and the rights dmt flow from it. This includes an examination of
taxpayers' charters and principles of good adtninistrative practice. Chapter 8 analyses rights
which flow from the essential functions and operation of the tax administration. Chapter 8
uses a functional analysis in examining d,e rights attaching to information gathedng, audit
and investigation; assessment; sanctions and enforced collection; and objection and appeal.
Chapter 9 proves the hypodlesis by articulating a Model of Taxpayers' Rights as a
guide to best practice in tax achninistration.
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IV

SIGNIFICANT LIMns AND ASSUl'vlPTlONS

Although it attempts a comparative analysis, this thesis focuses significantly

00
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law jurisdictions in the examples it proVides and the theories to which it refers. This is an
acknowledged weakness in tl,e analysis behind tl,e Mod",L 11,e autllOr was constrained in
part by language to matedals in English. However, tl,e weakness does not undermi11e the
Model itself, which reflects a number of interoational instruments, documents and sUlveys
that when drawn together, ptoduce much common content.
The thesis has a strongly Australian emphasis, because that .;s the jurisdiction in
which it was written. However, Australia is widely recognised as one of tl,e leaders in best
practice in tax adininistration, which provides justification for this apptoach.
The tl,esis is

COilS trained

in its analysis in each chapter by tl,e vast literature on

almost evelT topic that exists both generally and in each jurisdiction. The generallitemtute
on taxpayers' rights is very limited and is reviewed comprehensively. However, the
literature on each specific topic and tight is substantial, often warranting many books to
cover the breadth of the topic. It is impossible to cover thoroughly each area and the
literature from each jurisdiction. The thesis therefore takes tl,e approach that the generally
accepted tule. and principles provide a basis for best practice. This can be idiosyncratic but
it ptovides a sufficient framework for discussion, opposition and amendment.
The target of the Model is not the genetal public, altllough they would benefit from
knowledge of the Model. It largely comprises governments, policy makers, revenue
authorities, consultants and taxpayer representative groups. There is therefore no need to
provide an educational document designed to enhance voluntary compliance. It is also
unnecessary to provide a comprehensive tax code containing obligations as well as tights.
That goes fat· beyond the scope of tlus project.
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Chapter 1
11,e Model is based largely in the law and legal theory. Reference is made to the work
of accoulltants, economists and other disciplines. Howevet, the thesis does not pretend to
cover the literature of those disciplines except insofar as it is directly relevant to issues
considered. It also uses legal research method, which can be distinctly different from
research metilOdologics used in otl,er disciplines.
TI,e Model provides a guide to best practice that applies primarily to international
standa.rd setting for domestic laws governing tax administration. There arc some
implications for intemational agreements and this would often mean tl,at tile procedures
would be more onerous if suggested changes to comply ,vitl, best practice are introduced.
The Model is drafted so tilat it can be adapted f01" legislative or administrative
enactment. As is made clear in the thesis and introduction, it is essential to adapt it to the
relevant context. Accordingly, it does not adopt a drafting style suitable for a pal:ticular
kind of legislation but is cast gercrally for ease of understanding.
The law and practice is current at 1 October 2006. Some adjustment has been made
for documents issued during October and the first half of November 2006.

V

CONCLUSION

This Chapter has set out the background to the research and ti,e initial justification for tile
choice of hl1JOtllesis. The hypothesis and d,e outline of ti,e process and method to prove it
arc articulated. Assumptions and litnitations clarify the scope of the thesis. Chapter 2 now
provides the rationale for articulating a Model of Taxpayers' Rights as a guide to best
practice in tax administration.
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